Shelton High School Commencement Exercises

Wednesday, July Eighth
Two Thousand and Twenty
at Four O’Clock
Program

PROCESSIONAL “POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE”..........................................................Class of 2020

MASTER OF GRADUATION CEREMONIES...........................................Senior Class President, David Niski

“THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER” .................................................................Arianna Malick

WELCOME ADDRESS..................................................................................Senior Class President, David Niski

INTRODUCTION OF SENIOR CLASS ESSAYIST..............................Senior Class President, David Niski

SENIOR CLASS ESSAYIST...........................................................................William Bronson

WELCOME ADDRESS Dr. Beth A. Smith
Interim Superintendent of Schools

WELCOME ADDRESS Mrs. Kathleen Yolish
Chairperson, Shelton Board of Education

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS.........................................................Interim Principal, Mrs. Kathleen Riddle

SPECIAL ACADEMIC RECOGNITION...........................................Interim Principal, Mrs. Kathleen Riddle

Siddharth Jain
Ananya Yadav
Michael Brown
Brian Dahdal
William Riordan

Jessica Wurms
Rachel Brown
Haley Oko
Leya Vohra
Mia Camerino

CONNECTICUT SEAL OF BILITERACY...............................Interim Principal, Mrs. Kathleen Riddle

Iris White
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS..........................Assistant Principal House III, Mr. James Colandrea

TURNING OF THE TASSELS.............................................................Senior Class President, David Niski

RECESSIONAL.................................................................................. Class of 2020

DIRECTOR OF COMMENCEMENT ACTIVITIES

Ms. Jennifer Macchia

EXECUTIVE GRADUATION STAFF

Ms. Lynn Coffin        Mrs. Karen Giordano        Mrs. Lauren Kovarzzi

BOARD OF EDUCATION

Kathleen Yolish, Chairperson

John Fitzgerald        Patricia Moonan
Amanda Kilmartin        James Orazetti
Kate Kutash            Carl Rizzo
Diana Meyer            Amy Romano

SENIOR CLASS ADVISORS

Mr. Samuel LaPaglia        Mrs. Shannon LaSpina

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

David Niski, President        Taaseen Khan, Vice President
Siddharth Jain, Secretary     William Riordan, Treasurer
CLASS of 2020
HIGH HONORS

Michael Brown
Rachel Brown*
Haley Foothorap*
Kyla Holman*
Dustin Keller
TeaWon Kim
Jesse Lisi*
Emanuel Louime
Pauline Dianne Makinano
Brian Modica*
David Niski*
Deepthi Prakash*
William Riordan*
Sean Sampaio
Gladiola Teodori*
Iris White*
*Diploma with Distinction

HONORS

James Anderson
Avery Battaglino
Jordan Brannen*
Christopher Bravo
William Bronson
Sydney Byron
Matthew Cristina
Allison Dapp
Chloe Gariepy
Ava Genova
Mark Gergely
Ahsanullah Ghafoor
Julia Glenn
Spencer Hatfield
Maxwell Henning
Eun Sok Hong
Melissa Hunyadi
Thomas Killian
Nicole Kopec*
Aislynn Kostandini
Madison Mackniak*
Arianna Malick*
Kevin Moavero
Eric Modica
Nathan Moniz
Alexandra O'Donnell*
Nicholas Pagluiso
Tyler Pjatak
Kelsey Radzion
Elizabeth Richmond
Cristina Rivera
Michael Ray Sawan
Mark Schiavo*
Kylie Swatt
Natalia Wilson
Garrett Ziperstein
*Diploma with Distinction

Tyler Atkinson
Sarah Autuori
Nicholas Bargo
Cassandra Beacham
Bryce Belco
Jenna Bennett
Christopher Calabrese
Hailey Caro
Joseph Cordone
Anthony Cortigiano
Emily Cortigiano
Govanna Cuevas
James Curley
Maximus daSilva
Jacob DeMarco
Mtanious Dib
Devin DiStassio
Kevin Dobkowski
Erick Espinosa
Patrick Feliciano
Kyle Figol
Haley Gabriel
Georgio Ghazal
Hailey Greenleaf
Mariam Hamel
Julie Hoff
Joshua Hunter
Katie Hunter
Kaelin Keller
Jeremy Krassner
Jayla Lonesome-Richmond
Christopher MacDonald
Joshua Malave
Mohammad Malik
Vincent Mallozzi
Steven McCarthy
Jada McCloggan
Jillian McNeil
Brendan Millard
Jonathan Monico
William Monahan
Emanol Montoya
Andrew Ogden
Christian Olavarria
Cody Onidi
Sarah Ovesny
Audrey Patrick
Elias Ramos
Gina Richitelli
Louis Sacoto
Olivia Sampieri
Justin Sanzo
Allan Schmidheini
Kiara Skeete
Trinity Skee
Lillian Taska
Gwendalin Teixeira
Riley Winfield